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CONSERVING ASIAN NATURAL AND BUILD HERITAGE

INCREASING ADOPTION OF TECHNOLOGY TO EMPOWER ARCHITECTS

FOCUSING ON SUSTAINABLE PRACTICE AND CROSS BORDER COLLABORATIONS ACROSS NATIONS
FORMATION OF
ARCASIA HERITAGE PRESERVATION GROUP

ACSR-AHPG
ARCASIA HERITAGE PRESERVATION GROUP

You are invited to join the Inaugural Zoom meeting
Oct 2, 2021 01:00 PM Singapore

ACSR-ARCASIA COMMITTEE ON SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Inaugural meeting of the AHPG
Online meeting – 02.10.2021

Welcome to the ARCASIA Heritage Preservation Group

23 countries together
Can we transform the built heritage for a purpose?

An ambitious goal for ARCASIA member institutes

Formation of strategies to preserve ARCASIA Tangible & Intangible Heritage through AHPG...
Is the continuing mission from this tenure to the next...

Let’s discuss and deliberate with next leadership...Deputy Chairman Thomas Cheung and Farahna Shamin Emu... the way forward

Build less save more
Are we harnessing our built heritage adequately?

The responsibility of Asian Architects
FUTURE- HERITAGE GUIDE BOOK
for 100 Arcasia Heritage Preservation Guide lines

13ACGs booklet

100 AHP Guidelines.
ARCASIA CROSS COMMITTEE DIALOGUE SERIES

CONNECT 1.0
THEME
MINDING OUR HERITAGE:
HOW TO APPROACH CONSERVATION &
ADAPTIVE REUSE OF ASIA’S BUILT HERITAGE
PANELLISTS
ACSR
ACAE
ACGA
ACPP
ACYA

CONNECT 2.0
THEME
EMBRACING DIGITALISATION:
HOW ARCHITECTS CAN LEVERAGE
NEW TECHNOLOGIES FOR OUR FUTURE
PANELLISTS
ACSR
ACAE
ACGA
ACPP
ACYA

SATURDAY 24TH JULY 2021
14:00 [UTC+8] VIA ZOOM
REGISTER TO ATTEND

SATURDAY 4TH SEPTEMBER 2021
14:00 [UTC+8] VIA ZOOM
REGISTER TO ATTEND
ADOPTION OF TECHNOLOGY TO EMPOWER ARCHITECTS

ESTABLISHMENT OF ACSR / AEA COVID 19 TASK FORCE

- Soon After Covid outbreak ACSR AEA jointly established Covid 19 Task force
- Serious and active meetings every Monday from April 2021 till February 2021.
- Managed to conduct Online workshop with four key Speakers who are from the fields of Medical, Town planning, Public Administration and Architecture.
- Managed to conduct Webinar with same Speakers + Poverty alleviation expert.
- Managed to launch 13 ACG’s Guidebook and Online Presentation Forums in Malaysia, Sri Lanka to promote and make awareness for the Guidelines.
- ACSR seeks all country support to propagate this useful endeavors in the future.
WEEKLY TASK-FORCE MEETINGS WERE IN PROGRESS
CROSS BORDER COLLABORATIONS ACROSS THE NATIONS
REACHING MASSES COLLECTIVELY ONLINE
by Dr. Thana – Wisdom behind ACSR
CO-INVENTING BUILT ENVIRONMENT
KNOWLEDGE SHARING AND DISSAMINATION ACROSS THE NATIONS
CO-INVENTING BUILT ENVIRONMENT
ACTIVE ACSR Team together even during difficult times
CO-INVENTING BUILT ENVIRONMENT- CROSS BORDER COLLABORATION
Workshop Series to formulate guidelines
CO-INVENTING BUILT ENVIRONMENT
Formulation of Guidelines
CO-INVENTING BUILT ENVIRONMENT
Formulation of Guidelines

LAUNCHING OF ARCASIA COVID19 GUIDELINES

WEBINAR | 21ST NOVEMBER, 2020 | 3.30pm-5.30pm SGT | 1.00pm-3.00pm IST

Registration Link: https://bit.ly/Co-inventingBuiltEnv
STAKEHOLDERS, GENERAL PUBLIC VIA THE 13ARCASIA COVID GUIDELINES
THE PRODUCT
13 ACG’s Booklet

ACSR—ARCASIA COMMITTEE ON SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

10 CITY PLANNING AND URBAN DESIGN REVIEW

Review the planning of urban and local environments in terms of identification and improvement based on the city’s current position.
THE PRODUCT
13 ACG’s Booklet

ACSR – ARCASIA COMMITTEE ON SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

ACSG ARCASIA COVID-19 Guidelines

Introduction by Thana Chirakwat, Ph. D.

Tony S.Y. Wong
Director, ARCASIA Emergency Architects

What can architects do about COVID-19? While we are confident that we will eventually manage the situation, there is still a long way to go before we reach that point, and the immediate challenge is to deal with the current pandemic first. Architects need to be aware of these challenges and take appropriate actions.

The survey brought to light that architects are already involved in the fight against COVID-19 by engaging with the community to ensure the availability of facilities and preparing guidelines. It was also reassuring to see that architects were engaged in many initiatives to support the healthcare system, including designing and planning hospitals, and even providing financial assistance.

The survey also revealed that architects were not documented only for their designs. It showed that they worked and survived during the crisis, and how architects contributed. Information to be incorporated into the guidelines, including best practices during the pandemic.

The survey results from the survey showed that architects were not documented only for their designs. It showed that they worked and survived during the crisis, and how architects contributed. Information to be incorporated into the guidelines, including best practices during the pandemic.

10 CITY PLANNING AND URBAN DESIGN REVIEW

13 URBAN – RURAL MIGRATION

Arcasia COVID-19 Guidelines

This is a set of guidelines that goes beyond architecture.

What can architects do about COVID-19? While we are confident that we will eventually manage the situation, there is still a long way to go before we reach that point, and the immediate challenge is to deal with the current pandemic first. Architects need to be aware of these challenges and take appropriate actions.

The survey brought to light that architects are already involved in the fight against COVID-19 by engaging with the community to ensure the availability of facilities and preparing guidelines. It was also reassuring to see that architects were engaged in many initiatives to support the healthcare system, including designing and planning hospitals, and even providing financial assistance.

The survey results from the survey showed that architects were not documented only for their designs. It showed that they worked and survived during the crisis, and how architects contributed. Information to be incorporated into the guidelines, including best practices during the pandemic.

The 13 ACGs are comprehensive – in addition to what needs to be done to physical architecture, it goes on to cover urban design, city planning, and so on. It was an interesting study of how the pandemic influenced architectural designs and how architects responded.

More has been done to develop the 13 ACGs. No longer is architecture just about building something. Architects need to consider the impact of their work on society and the environment. The 13 ACGs aim to go beyond traditional architecture and include considerations such as sustainability, public health, and social responsibility.

The ACGs are a valuable resource for architects and designers looking to create buildings that not only meet the needs of their clients but also contribute to a better, more sustainable future.
ACSR AWARD

- Redefining of ACSR Award under ARCASIA Award. Identifying of criteria for recognizing and establishing Marking scheme for Jurors derived from UNSGD’s.
  - AAA for Social Responsible Architecture (Category A)

Assessment Criteria Taskforce

- Led by Dr. Ar. Thana Chirapiwat
- Supported by members from Zone A, B & C
- SDG will be referred to establish the Assessment criteria
- Managed to complete the criteria by March 2021 for OB’s review & match with the AAA Award Jury schedule
ADOPTING MISSIONS OF 13 ACGs to THE AUTHORITIES, ARCHITECTS, PLANERS, AND STUDENTS
PROPERGATION PLANS ACROSS THE NATIONS - TRILINGUAL PUBLICATION BY SLIA

CO-INVENTING
THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT
GUIDELINES FOR COVID-19

13
ACGs
ARCASIA
COVID-19
Guidelines

ACSR - ARCASIA COMMITTEE ON SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
CONSERVING ASIAN NATURAL AND BUILD HERITAGE-THE WAY FORWARD

THOMAS CHEUNG, Deputy Chairman ACSR

[Diagram of timeline and activities related to heritage preservation]

ARCSIA HERITAGE PRESERVATION GROUP

THOMAS CHEUNG
Deputy Chairman ACSR
INCREASE ADOPTION OF TECHNOLOGY TO EMPOWER ARCHITECTS
TONY WONG, Director AEA
WHY
DO WE NEED
AHPG?

ARCASIA HERITAGE PRESERVATION GROUP

ACSR–ARCASIA COMMITTEE ON SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
TOGETHER TO RESET ASIA..
“WE ARE IN NEED COLLABORATIVE SPIRIT AND ARCASIA CAMARADERIE” TO NEXT LEVEL!

Ar. Russell Dandeniya
Chairman – ACSR

THANK YOU!